Preface

Telecommunications became the key economical factor in bridging countries and cultures, speeding the economy, and synchronizing the research topics across multi-national groups and universities.

The conference on telecommunications held in Lisbon, July 17-20, 2005 was a special event where, for the first time, the traditional advanced topics on telecommunications and the newly ones on service assurance with intermittent resources were complemented by special topics on e-learning on telecommunications.

The suite of events held under the generic topic Telecommunications was very well perceived by the international community. Less than 45 percents of the submitted papers were accepted, yet the program had around 90 regular presentations. This year, the technical committee revalidated various accepted papers after the reviews had been incorporated, leading to a high standard and very good quality papers.

The program was rich and dense, covering next generation networks aspects, routing, services, security, QoS, optical networks, management, communications and multiple evaluations and improvement techniques. On the service assurance on partial with intermittent resources the key topics were around handling and monitoring, routing, and web services in such environments. In the e-learning section the authors presented international project-based experiments, models, and Internet and web-based methods.

We would like to thank the authors for their tremendous effort, the members of the technical program committees, and the reviewers. Without their support the program of this event would not have been possible. We are also indebted to many individuals and organizations that made the conference possible (Cisco Systems, Inc., France Telecom R&D, IEEE Portugal, IARIA, INT-France, Portugal Telecom Inovação, Ordem Dos Engenheiros–Portugal, European Project–Leonardo da Vinci, Politechnika Poznanska, and Siemens–Portugal).

We are convinced that the participants found the event useful and communications very open. We also hope the attendees enjoyed Lisbon historical places and their neighborhoods.
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